INTRODUCTION
============

Single and double-nucleotide overhangs on the 3′ end of RNA duplexes have previously been shown to contribute to the stability of a duplex in a sequence dependent manner ([@b1]--[@b5]). The increase in duplex stability by 3′ dangling nucleotides is attributed to stacking interactions that dangling bases form with neighboring closing base pairs in the duplex as a result of A-form helical geometry. Base identity of 3′ double-nucleotide overhangs is critical in determining thermodynamic stability of duplexes.

Understanding the thermostability of RNA duplexes with 3′ double-nucleotide overhangs is essential for understanding some of the major biological roles of this structure. The 3′ double-nucleotide overhang in the sequences used in this study mimic the structure of short interfering (siRNAs) and micro RNAs (miRNAs) ([@b6]--[@b10]). siRNAs are formed when the ribonuclease III enzyme, dicer, processes long non-coding double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) in the cell into ∼21 nt oligonucleotides containing a 19mer duplex with double-nucleotide overhangs on the 3′ ends ([@b11]--[@b15]). One strand of the siRNA duplex, called the 'guide' strand is then incorporated into the RNA Induced Silencing Complex (RISC) and target mRNA complementary in sequence to the siRNA, while the other strand, the 'passenger' strand is degraded. miRNAs are endogenous to the cell and occur when a large RNA hairpin referred to as a pri-miRNA is processed into a smaller RNA hairpin pre-miRNA. This structure is further processed by the dicer enzyme into a mature miRNA sequence containing a miR/miR\* duplex ∼19 bp with 2 nt overhangs on the 3′ ends. The guide, or miR, strand of the mature miRNAs are also loaded into the RNAi effector complex RISC to target complementary mRNAs, while the miR\* strand is degraded. Once incorporated into RISC, siRNAs and miRNAs pair with mRNA of complementary sequence and either induce cleavage of the target mRNA or translational repression of the mRNA message ([@b16]). Many groups have shown that both siRNAs and mature miRNAs are incorporated into RISC in an asymmetric manner which is dependent on the stability of the base pairing at the 3′ ends of each strand in the duplex ([@b17],[@b18]). Until now there has not been an accurate method for calculating the contribution of 3′ double-nucleotide overhangs on thermodynamic stability of duplex formation and therefore no reliable way of predicting which strand of the siRNA or the miRNA will be loaded into RISC as the effector strand in RNAi.

We have shown previously for duplexes containing a CG closing base pair, a double-nucleotide overhang on the 3′ end of the duplex where the addition of a second dangling nucleotide to a single purine dangling nucleotide can enhance stabilization of the duplex. However, if the first dangling nucleotide is a pyrimidine then the addition of a second dangling nucleotide will not provide any additional stabilization of the duplex O\'Toole *et al*. ([@b5]). Here we have included in our study all possible 3′ double-nucleotide dangling ends using Watson--Crick bases on core duplexes containing the remaining three possible orientations of Watson--Crick terminal base pairs: GC, AU and UA. The thermodynamic parameters obtained from this study along with those from our previous work have allowed us to develop a model for improved prediction of stability of a duplex with a 3′ double-nucleotide dangling end.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

RNA synthesis and purification
------------------------------

All oligomers were synthesized on CPG solid supports (Applied Biosystems 392 DNA/RNA Synthesizer) with phosphoramidites with the 2′ hydroxyl protected as the *tert*-butyl dimethylsilyl ether from Glen Reseach (Sterling VA). Oligomers underwent ammonia and fluoride deprotection, and the crude sample was purified using preparative TLC (*n*-propanol:ammonium hydroxide:water, 55:35:10) and Sep-Pak C18 (Waters) chromatography as previously described ([@b19]). Sample purity was determined through analytical TLC or HPLC (C-18), and was \>95%.

Melting curve and data analysis
-------------------------------

Optical melting experiments were performed using a Beckman DU 640 Spectrophotometer and High Performance Temperature Controller at 280 nm. Absorbance changes for oligomers in 1 M NaCl melt buffer (1 M NaCl, 0.01 M cacodylic acid, 0.001 M ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid, pH 7.0) were recorded as function of temperature from 90 to 5°C at a rate of 1°C/min as described previously ([@b19]). The experiment was repeated at 10 varying sample concentrations to give at least a 50-fold concentration range (10 μM--1 mM) for each sample. Absorbance versus temperature profiles were fit to a two-state model with sloping base lines using a non-linear least squares program ([@b20]). Thermodynamics parameters for the oligomers were determined from both the average of the individual melt curves and plots of the reciprocal melting temperature ($T_{\text{M}}^{- 1}$) versus ln(*C*~t~) for self-complementary sequences or ($T_{\text{M}}^{- 1}$) versus ln(*C*~t~/4) for non-self-complementary sequences. Parameters derived from the two methods agreed within 10%, consistent with the two-state model ([@b21]).

Phylogenetic analysis
---------------------

A total of 1290 experimentally validated miRNA sequences from miRBase release 8.0 (<http://microrna.sanger.ac.uk/sequences/>; February 2006) were 'conceptually diced' using an algorithm which 'dices' the pre-miRNA sequences based on a 19 nt region of base pairing with a 3′ double-nucleotide overhangs. These mature miRNA sequences were then analyzed for the frequency of Watson--Crick closing base pairs with 3′ double-nucleotide overhangs. Of the 1290 sequences 1009 fit our criteria. The occurrence of each of the possible combinations of Watson--Crick closing base pairs with double-nucleotide overhang on both the miR and miR\* strands of the mature miRNA sequences was determined.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

For duplexes containing terminal CG base pairs, stability of duplex formation has been shown to be influenced by the second nucleotide of a 3′ double-nucleotide overhang ([@b5]). The additional stability of the duplex varies based on the identity of the nucleotides in the overhang; in the order pur--pyr \> pur--pur \> pyr--pyr = pyr--pur = 0. To explore the generality of the trend observed previously, we examined the influence of 3′ double-nucleotide overhangs on duplexes containing all possible Watson--Crick closing base pairs.

Thermodynamic data
------------------

The measured thermodynamic parameters for all 48 of the 3′ double-nucleotide terminal overhangs are presented in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Thermodynamic parameters were determined using both melt curve analysis and the *T*~M~ dependence models ([@b20]). Data from both models agreed within 10% for all sequences, consistent with the two-state model with the exception of (CCGGCG)~2~. The average deviations in thermodynamic parameter values are ±5.6, 6.3 and 2.0% for Δ*H*^o^, Δ*S*^o^ and $\Delta G_{\text{37}}^{\text{o}}$, respectively.

We have shown previously that 3′ double-nucleotide dangling ends increase the stability of RNA duplexes relative to the duplexes with only a single 3′ dangling nucleotide when the first-nucleotide overhang is a purine residue. For the oligomers in this study, ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), the second 3′ dangling nucleotide changes the *T*~M~ of the helix by −3.2 to −9.2°C (average increase 2.4°C) for a 10^−4^ M solution. Additional stabilization of the duplex by the second dangling nucleotide is sequence dependent. The average increase in *T*~M~ for helices where the first dangling nucleotide is a purine is 3.6°C, while helices where the first dangling nucleotide is a pyrimidine, the average increase is 1.3°C (2.6°C for cytodine and 0.0°C for uridine). These increases are within the range seen previously for the addition of a second dangling nucleotide on the 3′ end of a duplex with a CG closing base pair ([@b5]).

Free energy parameters for 3′ terminal dangling ends on U/A base pair
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Thermodynamic values have been previously determined for all the duplexes in this study containing all possible single 3′ dangling nucleotides ([@b1],[@b3]), except for those with the (AGCGCU)~2~ core. We chose this core because the previously measured single 3′ dangling nucleotides on UA closing base pairs ([@b3]) had been measured on duplexes with a core of (AUGCAU)~2~. However, the terminal 2 bp, AU base pair neighboring a terminal UA base pair, are likely to fray affecting the interaction of the terminal base pair with the dangling ends. The core sequence used in this study (AGCGCU)~2~, with a CG base pair neighboring a single terminal UA base pair is less likely to fray. In order to determine the stability contributed to the UA oligomer by the 3′ dangling nucleotide, differences in the thermodynamic values between the sequences studied and the corresponding core sequence were also determined for all of the oligomers tested using equations similar to [Equation 1](#e1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Thermodynamic values for duplex formation of the core sequence are −50.3 kcal/mol, −136.2 eu and −8.0 kcal/mol for Δ*H*^o^, Δ*S*^o^ and $\Delta G_{\text{37}}^{\text{o}}$, respectively ([@b22]). $$\Delta\Delta G_{37}^{\text{o}}\text{3}^{\prime}\text{X} = \frac{1}{2}\left\lbrack {\Delta G_{37}^{\text{o}}\left( \text{AGCGCUX} \right)_{2} - \Delta G_{37}^{\text{o}}\left( \text{AGCGCU} \right)_{2}} \right\rbrack.$$ These results are summarized in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

The effect of terminal fraying is demonstrated by a decreased thermodynamic stabilization with the 3′ terminal overhang on the (AUGCAU)~2~ core compared to stabilization attributed to 3′ overhangs on other terminal base pairs \[([@b3]) and [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}\]. This is particularly evident for the 3′ terminal pyrimidine overhangs where the additional stabilization on the (AUGCAU)~2~ core was found to be only 0.1 kcal/mol ([@b3]). Our measured values for the additional duplex stabilization afforded by the 3′ terminal pyrimidine nucleotides on the (AGCGCU)~2~ core is 0.4 kcal/mol ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). While our values and the previously measured values are within experimental error of each other, our values are in better accordance with the stabilization found for 3′ terminal pyrimidine nucleotides with other terminal base pairs ([@b23]).

Nearest-neighbor analysis and free energy parameters for 3′ dangling double-nucleotide overhangs
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to determine the stability contributed to the oligomer by the second 3′ dangling nucleotide, differences in the thermodynamic values between the sequences studied and the corresponding sequence containing only the first overhanging nucleotide were also determined for all of the oligomers tested using equations similar to [Equation 2](#e2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. $$\Delta\Delta G_{37}^{\text{o}}3^{\prime}\text{XY} = \frac{1}{2}\left\lbrack {\Delta G_{37}^{\text{o}}\left( \text{CCGGXY} \right)_{2} - \Delta G_{37}^{\text{o}}\left( \text{CCGGX} \right)_{2}} \right\rbrack.$$ These results are presented in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}.

Previously, the influence of the second 3′ dangling nucleotide on the stability of the duplex, (GGCC)~2~ was grouped into three categories based upon the identity of 2 nt in the overhang. If the first 3′ nucleotide was a pyrimidine, no additional stabilization is observed upon the addition of the second 3′ dangling nucleotide. When the first nucleotide was a purine, the stacking of the second nucleotide made a significant contribution to the stability of the duplex. Sequences that contained a 3′ double-nucleotide dangling end with a 3′-pur-pyr-3′ had greater stability (0.5 kcal/mol on average) than those sequences containing an overhang with 3′-pur-pur-3′ (0.3 kcal/mol on average).

Analysis of all 64 of the 3′ double dangling nucleotides shows that the influence of the second 3′ dangling nucleotide does depend upon the identity of the terminal base pair ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). This is most evident in considering the 3′ double-purine overhangs; duplexes where the purine of the closing base pair neighbors the double-nucleotide overhang \[e.g. (CCGGXY)~2~\] no additional stabilization by the second nucleotide is observed, however a significant contribution to the stability of the duplex by the second dangling nucleotide is observed when the 3′ overhang neighbors the pyrimidine of the closing base pair \[e.g. (AGCGCUXY)~2~\]. For pur--pyr double-nucleotide overhangs, the orientation of the terminal base pair does not affect the additional stabilization caused by the second 3′ dangling nucleotide. The additional stabilization of the second nucleotide was not significantly different for the pur--pyr double-nucleotide overhang adjacent to a pyrimidine than it was when adjacent to a purine therefore, the thermodynamic values for these sequences were averaged together to arrive at the stabilization of a duplex attributed to the second 3′ dangling nucleotide. As observed previously ([@b5]), if the first nucleotide of the 3′ dangling end is a pyrimidine, no additional stabilization is observed, irrespective of the terminal base pair. These results lead to an improvement in the model to predict RNA secondary structure stability and are presented in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}.

To test the generality of conclusions from this work, thermodynamic parameters were also measured for five test sequences with 3′ double-nucleotide overhangs on different core sequences than those used to develop the model. The measured and predicted (both with and without the influence of the second 3′ dangling end) thermodynamic values for the five sequences are presented in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}. Four of the test sequences have only one 3′ double-nucleotide overhang that increases the stability, therefore, the predicted stability ($\Delta\text{G}_{37}^{\text{o}}$) for inclusion of the 3′ double-nucleotide dangling end increase by 0.5 kcal/mol. For the fifth test sequence, both 3′ double-nucleotide dangling ends contribute to the duplex stability and therefore, the predicted stability increases by 1.0 kcal/mol. The inclusion of the stabilization caused by the 3′ double-nucleotide overhangs improves the prediction of the thermodynamic stability for the duplexes in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}. For example, the average difference between the measured free energy and the predicted value is 0.6 kcal/mol when the contribution of the second 3′ two nucleotide dangling end is not included in the prediction, and improves to 0.3 kcal/mol when the contribution is included. In a similar fashion, the average difference in the prediction of the melting temperature also improves from 3.3 to 1.6°C with the contribution of the second 3′ double-nucleotide overhang taken into account. This is most strikingly seen for the last duplex in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} where both 3′ double-nucleotide overhangs contribute to the duplex stability. The inclusion of the contribution of the 3′ double-nucleotide overhangs at both ends, improves the prediction of the thermal stability by 1.0 kcal/mol and the melting temperature by \>6°C.

Phylogenetic analysis of experimentally determined miRNA sequences from miRNA database revealed a total of 1290 strand sequences; 1009 of these sequences were terminated with a Watson--Crick closing base pair and had 3′ terminal double-nucleotide overhang consisting of two of the four Watson--Crick bases. The miR strand of all the 1009 miRNAs that we used in this study were experimentally cloned and sequenced, however since the miR\* of miRNA duplexes is degraded after the duplex is unwound and the miR strand is incorporated into RISC, the miR\* sequences in the database have been predicted based upon the cloned and sequenced miR strand. Frequency of appearance of each of the 64 possible combinations of Watson--Crick closing base pairs neighboring 2 nt 3′ overhangs were determined for both miR and predicted miR\* strands. The sequences were divided into categories and analyzed based upon their stability contribution of the 3′ double-nucleotide overhang on duplex stability; results of this search are presented in [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}. Interestingly, the distribution of sequences into the miR or miR\* strand was found to be related to the stability contribution of the 3′ terminal double-nucleotide overhang. For the double-nucleotide overhangs that do not contribute additional stability to the duplex, there is nearly an equal number of sequences found in both the miR and miR\* strands (49 and 51%, respectively). For the double-nucleotide overhangs that do contribute to the stability of the duplex (red in the table), \>75% were observed on the miR strand while only 25% were on the miR\* strand. The identity of the closing base pair does influence the utilization of stabilizing double-nucleotide overhangs. For strands with either a CG closing base pair or a GC closing base pair (G/C base pair) on the end, the 3′ double-nucleotide overhang is almost exclusively (\>90%) stabilizing; while for duplexes which end with either an AU closing base pair or a UA closing base pair (A/U), there is nearly a 3:1 ratio of non-stabilizing 3′ double-nucleotide overhangs. It is interesting that the stability of the more stable terminus, G/C, is augmented by the additional stabilization of the 3′ double-nucleotide overhang, while the opposite is seen for the less stable terminus, A/U. The 3′ double-nucleotide overhangs may therefore have been selected to enhance the distinction between the two ends of the miRNA duplex and aid in guide and passenger strand selection and loading into the RNAi effector complex, RISC; a critical step in the RNAi pathway.
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Figures and Tables
==================

###### 

Thermodynamic parameters for duplex formation in 1 M NaCl^a^

                         Average of curve fits   $\text{T}_{\text{M}}^{- 1}$ versus log *C*~t~ plots                                                                 
  ---------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ------------ ------ ------------- -------------- ------------ ------
  (CCGG**AA**)~2~        48.6 ± 4.3              134.2 ± 13.7                                          6.9 ± 0.2    45.1   52.6 ± 5.0    147.2 ± 15.9   7.0 ± 0.2    44.7
  (CCGG**AG**)~2~        49.3 ± 6.3              135.1 ± 19.8                                          7.4 ± 0.2    48.1   47.1 ± 3.7    128.6 ± 11.6   7.3 ± 0.1    47.8
  (CCGG**AC**)~2~        50.0 ± 4.8              136.1 ± 14.9                                          7.8 ± 0.3    50.7   50.3 ± 5.6    137.2 ± 18.5   7.8 ± 0.3    50.4
  (CCGG**AU**)~2~        50.9 ± 5.3              139.4 ± 17.0                                          7.7 ± 0.2    49.9   48.5 ± 2.0    131.7 ± 6.3    7.6 ± 0.1    50.0
  (CCGG**A**p)~2~^c^     46.8                    128.5                                                 6.9          45.6                                             
  (CCGG**GA**)~2~        47.8 ± 3.9              129.9 ± 12.3                                          7.5 ± 0.2    49.5   52.8 ± 5.0    145.7 ± 15.7   7.6 ± 0.2    48.9
  (CCGG**GG**)~2~        55.9 ± 1.8              156.5 ± 5.0                                           7.3 ± 0.3    46.5   48.6 ± 11.3   133.5 ± 35.1   7.2 ± 1.0    47.0
  (CCGG**GC**)~2~        53.4 ± 2.8              144.4 ± 8.7                                           8.6 ± 0.1    54.8   54.5 ± 1.4    147.9 ± 4.3    8.6 ± 0.1    54.6
  (CCGG**GU**)~2~        48.1 ± 3.5              129.3 ± 10.9                                          8.0 ± 0.2    52.5   47.6 ± 7.4    128.0 ± 23.2   8.0 ± 0.4    52.6
  (CCGG**G**p)~2~^d^     47.9                    132                                                   7.0          45.5                                             
  (CCGG**CA**)~2~        39.4 ± 3.7              109.7 ± 12.0                                          5.4 ± 0.1    34.8   38.4 ± 2.4    106.5 ± 7.9    5.3 ± 0.1    34.3
  (CCGG**CG**)~2~        35.1 ± 1.6              94.0 ± 5.3                                            6.0 ± 0.1    39.9   75.2 ± 8.0    221.7 ± 24.3   6.6 ± 1.0    41.0
  (CCGG**CC**)~2~        37.4 ± 4.2              101.1 ± 13.5                                          6.1 ± 0.1    40.4   40.2 ± 0.8    110.3 ± 2.5    6.0 ± 0.1    39.6
  (CCGG**CU**)~2~        37.9 ± 3.9              104.4 ± 12.8                                          5.5 ± 0.1    35.7   43.6 ± 2.8    122.8 ± 9.1    5.5 ± 0.1    35.7
  (CCGG**C**p)~2~^d^     40.9                    115                                                   5.2          33.7                                             
  (CCGG**UA**)~2~        41.0 ± 4.1              114.6 ± 13.2                                          5.4 ± 0.1    35.1   46.1 ± 3.9    131.1 ± 12.6   5.4 ± 0.1    35.1
  (CCGG**UG**)~2~        42.1 ± 5.4              117.0 ± 17.4                                          5.8 ± 0.1    37.6   43.9 ± 2.6    122.8 ± 8.6    5.8 ± 0.1    37.8
  (CCGG**UC**)~2~        39.0 ± 4.1              107.4 ± 13.3                                          5.7 ± 0.1    37.2   43.6 ± 1.8    122.5 ± 6.0    5.6 ± 0.1    36.7
  (CCGG**UU**)~2~        41.3 ± 4.2              114.9 ± 13.3                                          5.6 ± 0.1    36.7   37.5 ± 2.0    102.8 ± 6.7    5.6 ± 0.1    36.3
  (CCGG**U**p)~2~^c^     42.6                    118.5                                                 5.8          38.3                                             
  (AGCGCU**AA**)~2~      64.1 ± 3.3              172.9 ± 9.1                                           10.5 ± 0.2   62.2   64.5 ± 5.3    174.2 ± 16.8   10.5 ± 0.2   62.1
  (AGCGCU**AG**)~2~      62.5 ± 3.4              168.2 ± 10.3                                          10.4 ± 0.3   61.8   66.8 ± 6.0    181.3 ± 9.2    10.6 ± 0.2   61.7
  (AGCGCU**AC**)~2~      65.3 ± 3.6              175.7 ± 10.7                                          10.8 ± 0.3   63.5   69.4 ± 1.3    187.9 ± 3.9    11.2 ± 0.1   63.6
  (AGCGCU**AU**)~2~      62.6 ± 2.1              168.2 ± 6.3                                           10.4 ± 0.2   62.5   68.4 ± 2.5    185.7 ± 7.8    10.8 ± 0.2   62.3
  (AGCGCU**A**)~2~^f^    58.0 ± 3.0              157.0 ± 8.9                                           9.3 ± 0.3    57.9   63.2 ± 2.6    172.7 ± 8.0    9.6 ± 0.2    57.8
  (AGCGCU**GA**)~2~      57.5 ± 1.8              154.8 ± 5.6                                           9.5 ± 0.2    59.3   66.9 ± 2.1    183.4 ± 6.5    10.0 ± 0.1   58.7
  (AGCGCU**GG**)~2~      57.1 ± 1.4              153.3 ± 4.0                                           9.6 ± 0.2    59.7   65.4 ± 1.3    178.7 ± 4.2    10.0 ± 0.1   59.0
  (AGCGCU**GC**)~2~      63.2 ± 2.2              170.5 ± 6.7                                           10.3 ± 0.2   61.3   67.6 ± 1.4    184.1 ± 4.2    10.5 ± 0.1   61.1
  (AGCGCU**GU**)~2~      62.8 ± 1.7              169.3 ± 5.6                                           10.3 ± 0.1   61.7   65.5 ± 2.1    177.4 ± 6.3    10.5 ± 0.1   61.5
  (AGCGCU**G**)~2~^f^    59.7 ± 2.8              162.2 ± 8.5                                           9.4 ± 0.2    57.5   67.3 ± 2.5    185.3 ± 7.6    9.8 ± 0.1    57.2
  (AGCGCU**CA**)~2~      57.1 ± 2.5              152.4 ± 6.4                                           9.1 ± 0.3    56.9   63.6 ± 1.3    174.9 ± 4.1    9.4 ± 0.1    56.3
  (AGCGCU**CG**)~2~      56.9 ± 6.5              153.5 ± 15.4                                          9.3 ± 0.3    58.1   47.6 ± 1.5    125.1 ± 4.6    8.8 ± 0.1    59.2
  (AGCGCU**CC**)~2~      56.0 ± 5.4              150.6 ± 16.3                                          9.1 ± 0.2    58.3   58.1 ± 3.9    157.3 ± 11.9   9.3 ± 0.2    57.9
  (AGCGCU**CU**)~2~      53.6 ± 2.9              144.1 ± 8.9                                           8.9 ± 0.2    56.6   59.2 ± 2.6    161.3 ± 8.0    9.2 ± 0.1    56.3
  (AGCGCU**C**)~2~^f^    52.8 ± 4.1              142.8 ± 12.6                                          8.6 ± 0.3    54.8   59.8 ± 3.3    164.4 ± 10.1   8.8 ± 0.2    54.4
  (AGCGCU**UA**)~2~      49.5 ± 3.6              133.3 ± 11.8                                          8.2 ± 0.2    53.5   53.7 ± 3.9    146.6 ± 12.3   8.3 ± 0.2    52.8
  (AGCGCU**UG**)~2~      51.9 ± 4.5              139.3 ± 14.0                                          8.7 ± 0.2    56.5   57.3 ± 1.5    155.9 ± 4.5    9.0 ± 0.1    55.8
  (AGCGCU**UC**)~2~      56.4 ± 5.0              152.7 ± 15.2                                          9.1 ± 0.3    56.9   55.6 ± 1.1    150.2 ± 3.5    9.0 ± 0.1    56.6
  (AGCGCU**UU**)~2~      53.5 ± 4.3              144.0 ± 13.3                                          8.8 ± 0.2    56.5   60.5 ± 2.1    165.6 ± 6.7    9.2 ± 0.2    56.0
  (AGCGCU**U**)~2~^f^    54.6 ± 4.5              148.1 ± 13.9                                          8.7 ± 0.3    55.0   58.4 ± 2.6    160.1 ± 8.1    8.8 ± 0.1    54.5
  (UGCGCA**AA**)~2~      58.4 ± 2.5              156.3 ± 7.8                                           9.9 ± 0.2    61.2   62.9 ± 1.5    170.0 ± 4.5    10.1 ± 0.1   60.9
  (UGCGCA**AG**)~2~      59.7 ± 1.7              160.0 ± 5.3                                           10.0 ± 0.1   61.5   61.4 ± 1.4    165.2 ± 4.3    10.1 ± 0.1   61.4
  (UGCGCA**AC**)~2~      60.9 ± 1.7              163.0 ± 5.3                                           10.3 ± 0.2   62.7   62.5 ± 1.7    168.0 ± 5.2    10.4 ± 0.1   62.6
  (UGCGCA**AU**)~2~      60.8 ± 4.7              162.7 ± 14.4                                          10.3 ± 0.3   62.7   63.5 ± 2.5    171.0 ± 7.5    10.5 ± 0.2   62.5
  (UGCGCA**A**p)~2~^e^   59.5                    161.0                                                 9.6          58.8                                             
  (UGCGCA**GA**)~2~      57.5 ± 2.5              153.6 ± 7.7                                           9.9 ± 0.3    61.4   56.4 ± 1.1    150.3 ± 3.4    9.8 ± 0.1    61.6
  (UGCGCA**GG**)~2~      59.4 ± 2.0              159.3 ± 6.0                                           10.0 ± 0.2   61.3   59.9 ± 1.6    160.9 ± 5.1    10.0 ± 0.1   61.3
  (UGCGCA**GC**)~2~      63.1 ± 1.9              169.6 ± 5.5                                           10.5 ± 0.2   62.6   62.3 ± 1.9    167.3 ± 5.8    10.4 ± 0.1   62.6
  (UGCGCA**GU**)~2~      60.2 ± 1.6              161.0 ± 4.8                                           10.2 ± 0.1   62.5   61.3 ± 2.0    164.5 ± 6.1    10.3 ± 0.1   62.4
  (UGCGCA**G**p)~2~^e^   60.6                    163.8                                                 9.8          59.3                                             
  (UGCGCA**CA**)~2~      52.7 ± 3.0              139.5 ± 9.4                                           9.5 ± 0.2    61.0   53.1 ± 1.9    140.7 ± 6.0    9.4 ± 0.1    60.7
  (UGCGCA**CG**)~2~      57.9 ± 7.5              154.6 ± 22.5                                          9.9 ± 0.4    61.4   59.5 ± 2.3    156.3 ± 6.9    10.0 ± 0.1   61.9
  (UGCGCA**CC**)~2~      53.5 ± 3.1              141.8 ± 9.5                                           9.6 ± 0.2    61.3   54.6 ± 1.7    145.1 ± 5.1    9.6 ± 0.1    60.9
  (UGCGCA**CU**)~2~      55.2 ± 2.9              147.4 ± 9.2                                           9.5 ± 0.2    60.2   57.2 ± 2.3    153.4 ± 7.0    9.6 ± 0.1    59.9
  (UGCGCA**C**p)~2~^e^   53.4                    142.6                                                 9.2          59.0                                             
  (UGCGCA**UA**)~2~      53.6 ± 2.7              142.9 ± 8.2                                           9.3 ± 0.2    59.3   55.4 ± 1.8    148.4 ± 5.5    9.4 ± 0.1    59.0
  (UGCGCA**UG**)~2~      55.7 ± 3.1              149.8 ± 9.7                                           9.2 ± 0.2    58.2   57.9 ± 1.9    156.7 ± 5.9    9.3 ± 0.1    57.9
  (UGCGCA**UC**)~2~      56.3 ± 1.8              150.8 ± 5.5                                           9.6 ± 0.1    60.0   58.4 ± 1.4    157.0 ± 4.5    9.7 ± 0.1    59.8
  (UGCGCA**UU**)~2~      55.3 ± 3.6              147.9 ± 10.6                                          9.4 ± 0.3    59.6   52.3 ± 1.0    138.9 ± 2.9    9.2 ± 0.1    59.6
  (UGCGCA**U**p)~2~^e^   55.7                    149.6                                                 9.3          58.7                                             

^a^Solutions are 1.0 M NaCl, 10 mM sodium cacodylate, 0.5 mM EDTA pH 7.

^b^Calculated at 10^−4^ M oligomer concentration.

^c^Petersheim and Turner (2).

^d^Freier *et al*. (1).

^e^Sugimoto *et al*. (3).

^f^This study.

###### 

Thermodynamic parameters for unpaired 3′ dangling ends on a UA terminal base pair in 1 M NaCl

           −ΔΔ*H*°^a^ (kcal/mol)   −ΔΔ*S*°^a^ (eu)   $- \Delta\Delta\text{G}_{37}^{\text{o}}$^a^ (kcal/mol)
  -------- ----------------------- ----------------- --------------------------------------------------------
  U**A**   5.2 ± 2.8               14.3 ± 8.4        0.7 ± 0.2
  **A**    5.7 ± 1.0               16.4 ± 3.2        0.7 ± 0.1
  U**C**   3.0 ± 2.6               8.7 ± 8.0         0.4 ± 0.2
  **A**    0.7 ± 1.0               1.8 ± 3.0         0.1 ± 0.1
  U**G**   6.6 ± 3.7               18.8 ± 11.4       0.8 ± 0.2
  **A**    5.8 ± 0.8               16.4 ± 2.5        0.7 ± 0.1
  U**U**   3.1 ± 3.6               8.9 ± 11.0        0.4 ± 0.2
  **A**    2.2 ± 1.6               6.8 ± 5.3         0.1 ± 0.1

^a^Values calculated as described in text. Top row, this study; bottom row, Sugimoto *et al*. (3). Error values represent average standard deviation of measured values, this study; half the the difference in values between values from 'log *C*~t~ parameters' and 'temperature-independent parameters', Sugimoto *et al*. (3).

###### 

Stabilization by addition of second 3′ dangling nucleotide in 1 M NaCl

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------- ------ ------ ------
  $\Delta\Delta\text{G}_{37}^{\text{o}}$ (kcal/mol) values for addition of second 3′ overhang^a^                         
      CCGGXZ                                                                                       **Z**                 
              **X**                                                                                A       G      C      U
              A                                                                                    −0.0    −0.2   −0.4   −0.4
              G                                                                                    −0.3    −0.1   −0.8   −0.5
              C                                                                                    −0.1    ---    −0.4   −0.2
              U                                                                                    +0.2    −0.0   +0.1   +0.1
          AGCGCUXZ                                                                                                       
              A                                                                                    −0.6    −0.6   −0.8   −0.6
              G                                                                                    −0.3    −0.3   −0.4   −0.4
              C                                                                                    −0.3    −0.2   −0.2   −0.2
              U                                                                                    +0.3    −0.0   −0.2   −0.1
          UGCGCAXZ                                                                                                       
              A                                                                                    −0.2    −0.2   −0.4   −0.4
              G                                                                                    −0.0    −0.1   −0.3   −0.4
              C                                                                                    −0.1    −0.4   −0.2   −0.2
              U                                                                                    +0.0    −0.0   −0.1   −0.1
  ΔΔ*H*° (kcal/mol) values for addition of second 3′ overhang^a^                                                         
          CCGGXZ                                                                                   **Z**                 
              **X**                                                                                A       G      C      U
              A                                                                                    −1.9    −0.7   −1.8   −1.4
              G                                                                                    −1.2    −2.1   −3.0   −0.0
              C                                                                                    +1.0    ---    +1.0   +0.1
              U                                                                                    −0.5    −0.2   +0.6   +1.6
          AGCGCUXZ                                                                                                       
              A                                                                                    −1.9    −2.0   −3.4   −2.4
              G                                                                                    +0.6    +1.5   −1.0   −0.3
              C                                                                                    −2.0    +2.0   −0.4   −0.1
              U                                                                                    +2.4    +1.0   +0.2   −0.2
          UGCGCAXZ                                                                                                       
              A                                                                                    −0.6    −0.5   −1.1   −1.3
              G                                                                                    +1.8    +0.5   −1.0   −0.1
              C                                                                                    +0.2    −2.6   −0.3   −1.4
              U                                                                                    +0.6    −0.6   −0.8   +1.0
  ΔΔ*S*° (eu) values for addition of second 3′ overhang^a^                                                               
      CCGGXZ                                                                                       **Z**                 
              **X**                                                                                A       G      C      U
              A                                                                                    −6.1    −1.7   −4.1   −3.5
              G                                                                                    −2.9    −6.5   −7.1   +1.7
              C                                                                                    +3.4    ---    +4.6   +0.7
              U                                                                                    −2.2    −0.7   +1.8   +4.8
          AGCGCUXZ                                                                                                       
              A                                                                                    −4.4    −5.0   −8.5   −6.1
              G                                                                                    +2.4    +3.7   −1.8   +0.2
              C                                                                                    −5.0    +7.2   −0.2   +0.4
              U                                                                                    +7.1    +3.2   +1.3   −0.4
          UGCGCAXZ                                                                                                       
              A                                                                                    −1.1    −0.8   −2.2   −2.9
              G                                                                                    +5.9    +1.8   −2.3   +0.5
              C                                                                                    +1.2    −6.4   −0.4   −3.9
              U                                                                                    +2.0    −1.8   −2.1   +3.1
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------- ------ ------ ------

^a^Values calculated as described in text.

###### 

Average stabilization^a^ by addition of second 3′ dangling end in 1 M NaCl

  Sequence of 3′ double dangling ends   $\Delta\Delta\text{G}_{37}^{\text{o}}$ (kcal/mol)   ΔΔ*H*^o^ (kcal/mol)   ΔΔ*S*^o^ (eu)
  ------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- --------------------- ---------------
  5′-pur-pyr-X                          0.0                                                 0.0                   0.0
  pyr-5′                                                                                                          
  5′-pur-pur-pur                        0.0                                                 0.0                   0.0
  pyr-5′                                                                                                          
  5′-pur-pur-pyr                        −0.5                                                −2.5                  −6.7
  pyr-5′                                                                                                          
  5′-pyr-pyr-X                          0.0                                                 0.0                   0.0
  pur-5′                                                                                                          
  5′-pyr-pur-X                          −0.5                                                −2.5                  −6.7
  pur-5′                                                                                                          

^a^Average values including data from O\'Toole *et al*. (5) and this study.

###### 

Measured and predicted thermodynamic parameters for test sequence duplex formation^a^

            Average of curve fits   $\text{T}_{\text{M}}^{- 1}$ versus log *C*~t~ plots                                         
  --------- ----------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ------- -------- ------ ------- ----- ------
  CGAGCGG   56.1                    152.1                                                 9.0     51.0     56.6   153.6   8.9   50.8
  UUGCUCG   (57.0)                  (156.6)                                               (8.4)   (47.7)                        
            (59.5)                  (163.3)                                               (8.9)   (49.7)                        
  CGAGCGG   53.6                    145.8                                                 8.4     48.4     48.9   130.9   8.3   48.7
  GUGCUCG   (57.0)                  (156.6)                                               (8.4)   (47.7)                        
            (59.5)                  (163.3)                                               (8.9)   (49.7)                        
  GCUCGGA   59.5                    162.2                                                 9.2     51.4     60.9   166.5   9.2   51.5
  CGCGAGC   (59.8)                  (163.5)                                               (9.1)   (50.9)                        
            (62.3)                  (170.2)                                               (9.6)   (52.7)                        
  CUGUGAA   61.0                    173.2                                                 7.3     40.8     56.0   157.1   7.2   40.9
  CAGACAC   (54.0)                  (151.9)                                               (6.6)   (38.7)                        
            (56.4)                  (158.6)                                               (7.2)   (41.2)                        
  UGCUAAC   71.7                    208.0                                                 7.2     39.9     64.0   183.0   7.2   40.5
  UGACGAU   (42.8)                  (120.1)                                               (5.6)   (30.2)                        
            (47.8)                  (133.5)                                               (6.6)   (36.3)                        

Values in parenthesis are predicted: top row is the predicted values for single 3′ terminal overhang duplexes and bottom row is the predicted values as described in the text for duplexes with 3′ double overhangs.

^a^Solutions are 1.0 M NaCl, 10 mM sodium cacodylate, 0.5 mM EDTA pH 7.

^b^Calculated at 10^−4^ M oligomer concentration.

###### 

Phylogenetic analysis of 3′ double nucleotide overhangs in naturally occurring miRNAs^a^

  --
  --

^a^Number of sequences in the database closed by a Watson--Crick base pair with the corresponding 3′ double overhang (total number = 1009). Values in red represent 3′ double overhangs which contribute to the stability of duplex formation.
